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dual mode overdrive

The Radial Texas-Pro combines a high-octane overdrive with a clean booster circuit,
providing plenty of power and versatility in a compact pedalboard-friendly enclosure.
The Overdrive section is capable of a wide range of tonal variations, with individual controls
for Drive, output Level, and Tone, allowing you to dial in settings that best match your guitar
and amp. A three-position Range switch allows you to select the style of overdrive, from
warm vintage tones to a modern rock style to aggressive over-the-top saturation. Truebypass switching ensures that you retain the pure tone of your guitar as if it were plugged
directly into your amplifier.
The Overdrive is complemented with a separate Boost circuit capable of adding +22dB of
clean gain, allowing you to push the front end of your amp harder or let your solos cut
through. A built-in effects loop allows you to connect a series of pedals that are brought into
the signal chain when you engage the Boost circuit. This allows you to simultaneously
activate the Booster and a delay or chorus pedal, giving you a more streamlined and
professional transition for soloing.
Texas-Pro - Order # R800 7027 00

Features
• Overdrive with Level, Tone, and Drive controls
• Built-in effects loop

9VDC - Connection
OUT - ¼” output
for standard 9 volt
for connection to
DC power adapter
your amp.
(center pin negative).

EFX LOOP – Send & return ¼” jacks used to connect
pedals. The EFX Loop is activated by using the Boost
footswitch and used to add effects when soloing.

• High output Boost circuit with up to +22dB of gain
Benefits
• Two pedals in one device
• 3 styles of overdrive to choose from
• True-bypass circuit for pure tone

IN - Standard ¼”
instrument input for
your guitar.

BOOST GAIN Variable Class-A
power booster
– 100% discrete
with up to +22dB
of clean gain.

DRIVE - Used to
adjust the overall
amount of distortion
introduced in the
overdrive circuit.

LEVEL - Used to set
the output level for
the overdrive.

Cool Stuff

TONE - Brightens
or darkens the
overdrive circuit to
suit your guitar and
amp setup.

• Compact design fits on any pedalboard
• Allows quick transitions from rhythm to lead tones
• 14-gauge solid steel construction
• 3-year transferable warranty

RANGE - 3-position
switch used to tailor
the output of the
overdrive to suit
your guitar and amp
setup.
BOOST FOOTSWITCH Activates the power
booster and the effects
loop.

The Texas in your pedal chain
The Texas-Pro allows you to activate the Overdrive, the Booster, or
both at once. Choose from three styles of overdrive with the Range
switch, and adjust the other Overdrive controls to suit. Then add in the
Booster when soloing. In bypass mode you get the natural clean
sound of your guitar and amp.

LED INDICATORS - Ultra-bright
LEDs let you know when the
overdrive and power booster are
active.

DRIVE
FOOTSWITCH Used to activate the
overdrive circuit.

Add other effects pedals when using the Boost
The Boost footswitch automatically engages the effects loop, bringing
chorus or delay into the signal path along with the Power Booster. This
lets you switch from rhythm to lead with a single foot-stomp, making
your transitions easier while adding excitement to the performance.
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